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There are curves and surfaces concerning which we know 
very little except as we study them in relationship with 
known curves or surfaces. I If an unknown curve C .merely 
crosses·some cul'Te C we can gain a little information as to 
the:;nature of c' in the neighborhood of that point, If the 
curves haTe a tangent in coill!Ilon we know still more about our 
curve 0 1 • The more similar the curves at a point the more 
we can learn about c' by.studying the properties of O in the 
neighborhood of the common point. The above is tr~e concern-
ing surfaces also, or concerning curves and surfaces. The 
theory of contact has been developed in order that we might 
I 
thus study the unlmown, b,Y means·L~of·:•Jsome··'known qu:r.ver:: OD sur-
face. 
Picard* has given a general treatment of this subject 
and Goursatt has given a treatment for plane curves that 
might be extended for space curves and surfaces. Thia dts-
cussion, however, follows that general theory of Picard, but 
listing in addition, examples to illustrate the methods 
suggested by it. 
*Picard: Traite D1Analyse. Vol. 1. 
*Goursat-Hedrick: Mathematical Analysis. Vol. 1. 
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Some Preliminary Facts aoncerning Infinitesimals. 
A variable which decreases indefinitely; i. e.; a 
variable which approaches the limit zero, is called an in-
finitesimal. Whenever we have occasion to consider several 
infinitesimals connected by some law, we arbitrarily choose 
some one as the principal infinitesi~al. Any infinitesimal 
sucli~that the limit of its ratio to the prin~ipal infinites-
imal is finite- is called an infin.1 tesimal of the first order.· 
An infinitesimal such that the limit of its ratio to the 
square of the principal infinitesimal is finite is called an 
infinitesimal of the'second order. In the same way, an in-
finitesimal such that the limit of its ratio to the a th 
power of the principal infinitesimal is finite is called an 
infinitesimal of the ~ th order. 
When dealing with infinitesimals that arise in connection 
with a study on the contact of curves, one of the first ques-
tions to be answered is the relationship that exists between 
the order of a chord and the order of its arc. However, the 
definition of the length of arc of a curve as the limiting 
position of the sum of the chords requires that the ratio of 
the chord to the aro approach unity. This makes the chord 
and its arc infinitesimals of the same order. 
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Contact of Plane Curves. 
c I Let C and C be two plane curves ·" ~~c· 
having a point N\ (1 .. J,)in aommonco. Let ~
the equations of ~he curves be represented as follows: 
I I 
Let the point N\(r.,,.)aorrespond to ~ = 1:. and suppose /c~,,), Fd:.) 
I . 
not both equa.1 to zero. On 0 , let 10 = f~") and 't' =- ~~). 
Suppose further that f~v , ~(~~do not both equal zero. To 
every point A on C let us establish a corresponding point 
A' on C'. Using Tayl6r's formula and consideringu..-i<-oS.S a 
function of·t -to ; we have the following expression: 
:i_ "1l 
..U-40 == ~,Ut-"t") -t;{~(T;-?:0)+ ---- - ---t)"Ji,0--l'o) ~ ----- - - --- • 
Considering our curve C, we have 
Mff .. = G(f>-lif ·8~ [Fir) -FC!4 . 
But by taylor•s expansion 
I 2.. I/ /ffJ = -J (to) + c ~- t") I no> + ct-:;_2 J l t-c~) t- - - - - - - - - - - - . J 
and 




MA is an infinitesimal of the same order as t-c0 • Thus the 
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~' the chord MA and J-10 are infinitesimals of the same order , 
and any one may be used as the principal infinitesimal with-
out changing the results as to order. In the following di,s~ 
cussion let us useJ-.to as our _principal infinitesimal ap.d in-
vestigate the conditions necessary for the distance AA' to be 
an infinitesimal of the order n+l with respect to1-1o • 
Concerning the infinitesimal AA'. we have 
-12. I ~ I :2... 
.· /1 R' = Qt. -~ ) .+ ~ -1) .. 
Consequently in order that AA 1 be of order nfl with respect 
! I I to 4-J°o , it is necessary that both 'f<~ and O ";"J"' be infinitesimals 
of order n+l with respect to .t-.J o • 
Using Taylor's expansion, we have 
J'. = feko) + 0-Jo) ~ ~.,,) -t11-;1·~ r(f.J + - - - - -- " - - - -· 
ap.d 
I I ,_ " 
'K- = cpc.u,,) + (.JJ.-.Uo) cf C .llo) t-~ --ll.. -LL~ cfJ (...Ltc) .,. - - - " -- - - . - _ - ... 
- 1..2:.. or 
'1-. 1 = c{J(~0)-t ).,(J-J.,) ~~o) +il:l.CJ·-to)~tp'/~) T )_;_O--J-0)3. efJ~)+---, 
~ , 
~(Jo) :: f~o~ · But 
So ferr..'-1- to be of order n+l with respect tof-. .f,, the follow-
ing !!. equations in n unknowns must be true: 
I - I 
},<(JC..u..o) - JC..t6) = o, 
:l. r( I Jh_\ 4-- ~&o) -+ f.'l. </JQ;,o) ~ = 0 J 
:n 
The diffe~~~ce·1·-=1may· lloW"be e~ressed in like manner 
by replacing t an.d ~ by F and ~ • This gives the !!. necessary 
and sufficient conditions concerning the order of 0 '-if'• 
namely that: 
We now have ~ equations to determine the a unknowns 
)" l:J,,·. ·- .)_,._ • Since J{J") and f='c.lo) cannot· both vanish at once nor 
can f'(u.o) and ~C.i.ki) both vanish at once, we can always obt~in a 
value of il, .;_ from the ~irst equation in one of the sets. By 
substituting this value in the next equation we can obtain 
the. value of · J-:1... • In like manner, the values of the memain-
ing unknowns can be found. Then, by substituting their values 
in the other set of equations we have the !! nem:essa.ry !Jl9. 
sufficient conditions that our infinitesimal be of order n+l ------- ___ ........,_ - - - - -
with respect .iQ. -+-Jo • If the infinitesi~al is of order n+l, 
. -
our curves· are said to have contact of order.!!• The higher 
the order of contact, the more closely the curves correspond. 
Furthermore, if::t1-1l and·(/-;rare both infinitesimals of 
order !!±!,; we have,: C.:f-J")-it[.+~ '"°:;J(uf!) 
'J. - t. = - ;1., r (.u.o.J +- - .., - - - - , L 111-1 
ft.:!£1t.tl 1tt/ (1tfJ} ·f d = bJ;1. [ii. <f i&L.J .,_ - - - - -
If we plao e l =- ,X. ; (/=-}in order to obtain the po in ts of inter-
section of the curves, our equations become 
. 0 =: C-f--fo)y~-u.+~~) + ·- ~ - - - . ' 
L'1. +J I T 
. 11 )~'"-"+' -11.+lc.-.t.+l) 
. 0 ~ ~~ [;1, ~ (.t.t,J + - - - - - - • 
Every value of t which satisfied both of these equations gives 
us a point comm.on to the two curves. But from the common co-
efficient, we see that ) 0 
s 
satisfie~ them for ntl points. mhus -
we have n+l coincident point.a for .:/-:::...t0 • 
Since we are assuming our functions to be continuous in 
the neighborhood of ..:f:: )" ; the expressions inside ~he, brackets 
-6-. 
approach the value of the terms not containing )_Jo • Con-
sequently, the expressions within the brackets do not ap:p~ch 
zero as ..;/- approaches _f0 ; and therefore do not change sign 
as ~ :passes through the v·alue ) 0 • But; J.-Jo does change Etign 
as J- passes through the value J.0 • t hence if !!:!:!. is an odd 
power the signs of our infinitesimals change, but if !!.t1. is an 
even power, the signs remain the same. If the infinitesimals 
change sign, the curves must cross. ~hus, when the order of 
contact of the curves is odd; they have an even number of co-
incident point, and they do not c11oss, but if the order of 
contact is even they have an odd number of coincident points 
.and the curves do cross. 
The first case considered deals with the most general 
form of our curves. Let us now change our parametric form for 
the curve C' such th.at f(µ . .J becomes Jc.Al..) 9 then the curves have as 
their equations, · ptl c {-r.==tiJ, c'{-i=/Cµ.,>,, 
d = FcJJ,, Q = ~(..u.). 
Suppose; these curves have some point in common determined by 
) 0 =...u., ~ and suppose also that J'f!o) ~ o • The conditions of contact 
are now simplified. Using the same method as before, 
l,-= I., ~;).. = f3 = -- - - - - - - =. ~ = o. 
The equations, of the conditions for contact of order!!_, then 
become 
~1 I II 1 If ~· ~ F ~~ = ~ 0-cJ ) F l o) = ~ (µd) J - - - - - ) F (jJ = ~ ~q) ·,- -
Thus, for the two carves to have contact of order a, it is 
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necessary ~ sufficient ~· 1h! functions E and f and 
their first ,a derivatives~ egua~ for )=..-lJ.-:.J•= "a • 
In the simple case of two curves being defined by the 
two equations 
the ~ of each curve may be thought of as being represented by 
the same function in x, as x~~ Then applying the results 
·of the preo.eding case; the conditions for contact of order !!. 
reduce to 
Finally; our curves might be defined by the relations 
c {t=.JO), c' pch-;i) ==9, 
~ = F~f), 
with the com.11on point 
1
( ): 0 ,da) corresponding to .i::fa • Re-
placing x of C 1 by x of C, we have J..(#tJ-)) J)= odef ining a c er• 
ta in implicit function,]= ~J>, which reduces to d 0 for.J:=.rl •• 
Then, "}_ ( J'.., d) =- o may be replaced by . . . 
;l =- J CJ·)) d = ~CJ). 
Thus, we have the conditions for contact of order!!. to,~e 
as before; namely, that the corresponding first !! derivatives 
for FCJ·)and ~(~)must be equal. However; if 
~ {jo): FUo) ~ ~'{J~:: FlJu)) - - - - J (if,v = pfifq)) 
tie derivatives up to t-h.e. order n+l are the same for the two 
functions 
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But when ~Cf) is substituted in A.fJU->,(Jl=othe function }[f~"f!IJ] 
becomes identically zero, and so its derivatives are zero. 
Therefore, 1l(JlJ)Jzj)j::().!!l! its .!! derivatives ~ egual rn; 
'" 
if the curves have contact of order n. 
__. ----- --~ - -
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Contact of Space Curves. 
The theory of contact between space curves is similar 
to that of plane curves. Let C and C' be two space curves 
having a common· point M. As before, let us take a point A 
on Can infinitesimal distance from M; and on 0 1 the. 
corresponding point A' an infinitesimal distance from M, and 
then investigate the conditions which must be satisfied in 
order £or AA' to be of order!!±! with respect to the chord 
or a.re MA, 
Considering first the most general case, let us suppose 
the two curves are represented by the equations: 
[ 1-= f U-!, I jt'..: FC-UJ, . 
. cl ~:tP<f ~ c [ (! = i/!l.W, 
. ~= t/Ja ).I ~;:: 'fl( .w_, 
and that the common point M corres1:>onds to ~=Jo ~ ...J.L =..l..Lo. 
Suppose :further that the three derivatives{; cp' ; <p'; a.re not 
all equal to zero for):J0 , and likewise tha.tF'; ~' , 'fA 1 are 
not all equal to zero for ~ =: ...Llo • 
In order to establish a correspondence between the two 
curves let · ~ 
· · . -'L-...Uo = 7., C ~-Jo) +),._CJ-Jo) i - - -- "t }j.f-Ju) + - - -- • 
This defines the rel~tion between u and t and fixes the cor-
respondence between· A and A'. We must now determine the/{ 
coefficients such that i'--,.. ; 71'-1 and J'-y will be infinitesimals 
of order ntl with respect to ..f-)0 • Following the same plan 
as for plane curves' we have three groups of !! equations each, 
the first group bein~~ , 
)., F~g) - J (}a) :: OJ 
I 1. ,, J 'Y.L I il.i.~(µ.{&) -{Jt,, FC.Ug) - "°'OJ:::. o, 
u /_.). 
1111 ... ._ • ., .. "' • I .... -. ...... • .. " .. "" • 
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The two other groups may be obtained by replacing F and 
f by ~; . and rp , and by lfA and tp • 
Since the three derivatives; Ftuo)) ~lJlo)~ If/ C.«~) cannot all 
become zero at once, it is possible to obtain the vaiues of 
).,) );J.r-- ,'}..""- from one of the groupso By substituting the values 
thus obtained in the other two groups we obtain E,£ eguations 
representing the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
infinitesimal .i2 ~ .2! order n+l ~ !£! ~ curves .!£ ~ 
contact .Q! order !! .!!. M. 
Many times: our equations are represented in a more 
simple form. Suppose, for example, that the E_ function 
coincides with the f function and that ~c> =.1.A...o • The equa-
tions of the two curves become, 
{
'!-:#U->" J f 7--:.tl...o.)) c ~-:. rpfJ.J c 1-= ~(.U..~ 
Then. <f lJ.) = fL«o) l:iXIJj!( t,)=lfl( a,,). ~ ~ ¥4 C.4J. 
The f irst~group of equations give as a result:. 




expansion: · ~ 
& = ~Uo) +U-..fo) <PtJ.) +OJ_.) 'f"J.V f - - - J 
I 2-•1 
"-lj 1 :: f ( ..Uo) t- ( 11..-../).o) ~ ~~ + 4'..-..U...o) 4?_ {µiJ + - - • • 
0 . Jj 
inciuding the a. th a·erivative, .J.J,;-.1.to=..f-lo' But, up to and 
Thus, the necessarz. !Ei sufficient condition, that~,. be n-
an infinitesimal .Q! order ntl with respect 1Q. -f-f~ g ~ 
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the first!! derivatives !Q.! ~ ~ fCU~be equal; !!!! 
similarly .fQ1:@ and ~ ,!!! order that H- be .Q! order 
n+l. The curves then have contact of order !'!• 
Suppo~e; as a final consideration in space curves, that 
the curves are defined by the following equations: 
c ~'t.:w~ e' r F,cr,d;~)=o, 
:: '/ll.f )_, L F,_ (-X., 1,~).=D. 
The conditions r contact of order'!!. at a common point 
( r., Q•10-o)' corresponding to-f~--1-o ; may be obtained in practi-
cally the· same manner as the last case considered in plane 
curves. 
Replace!. in £lt: by tU-); then F;(~l.f))f 'J) ::.C> • Likewise 
replacing !. in F.,_ by t Cf) ; .ti_ (~(J.J, la): o • Solving these two 
equations for l. and .! in{terrns of t; we obtain J'~iI ti>, j=JM<J>. 
Then our curves are given by, 1 ().) r~=-!U·), , {1-:::a- ) c L]= cpu)., c, ~-= ~ct-J) 
::' cpct )_, ::: '(40·). 
and to have contac of order !!.• he first a, derivatives for 
~CJ.) and c{J(:l-) must be equal, and the first !! derivatives forl/((!J 
and 'IJfJ must· be equal. 
and r; cJCfJ J <(Xi> I lplf) are equal and 
their respective derivatives up to order ntl are equal. But 
F, q<t-J, ~U), !µUl) := o so F,(j~,f(l-J,Kf)):o and the first !! derivatives 
of r,q.(l..J,tfrt>) tµ(J-.J) are zero. Likewise F;.q~J.,fl.f),'t1lf>) and 
F~ (~Ct), ~C.fl, lp(f)) · are equal and their respective derivatives 
up to order ntl are equal. Following the same reasoning 
~ C/0-)A~J, 'J>lf) )=oand the first !! derivatives of FjJJc+l,({IJ,1/-{f)) 
are zero. 
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Our curves will then have contact of order !!' .!! the 
functions for af.,_z;_!, of Q:~ substituted in equations for 
.Q.: ~ these funetions and their first !! derivatives equal 
.12. ~ at the common point. 
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Contact of a Curve and Surface. 
Let us now consider the conditions necessary in order 
to have contact of order a between a curve 0 and a surface 
.§. having a common Point ~ Taking a point A on C, an in-
finitely small distance from ! and a corresponding point A' 
on S; an infinitely small distance from M, let us determine 
thA conditions which must be satisfied in order that AA' 
be of order ntl with respect to MA. 
Let the curve C and the s~rface S be defined by the 
equations: 
Let t-;;;. t-c1, u..= ~a) v =-Vo be the values of the parameters giv-
ing the common point M. Suppose that -J.
1
Cto)Jf1Cld), V''Cto)do not 





do not annul themselves· at the same ti:.ne for~ -.,u. 
- 0) 
In order to establish a correspondence between A and A'; 
let us defi~e B. and !. as functions of ! and let the develop-
ment be represented as follows: 
l. .3 
4 - ...U..0 == )., ( ?- - t~j + A.:i.. C 1: - td) + ;A.3 ( -t- l~ + - - - - - _, 
u - ll o = /• lt-l-D) tj_,,.(t- 'to) "-+/aCe- "t,.}+- - - - - • · 
Considering the conditions under which ·the difference t'-t 
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will be of or,der nil with respect to t-.to , we have, 
.,_=Jc to) + c t-t.) {Uo) + c ~.0~f {t,,) r - - - - --
and 
... -----~ ..... _,_,......,._..,;·----- ~-""""'""" -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -
In the same manner we can obtain a equations which must be 
satisfied if )'--;r be of order nrl and !!. equations which. 
must be satisfied if f- r be of order ntl. Thus we have 
~ equations in which we can solve for the J's andr'..s • 
Suppose the functional determinant ~(F., ~) \: o for· ...u. =..M.o ; 
(.Lt., U) 
• Then the values of 'l., \_nd ?• can be obtained 
by solving the first equations of groups one and two; 7~ 
and /La. by solving the s_~.cona .. ~equa.tions; sf?.d:".likewise for 
the others. By substituting these values in the remaining 
group we obtain the !!,necessary~ sufficient conditions for 
O ~ S !.Q. have contact tl: ·order ~ ~ the common po int M• 
The results are greatly si~plified by taking the curve 
and surface as defined by the equations 
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The common point corresponds .to the value _)0 -= ..lLc> = ve) of 
the parameters. The first two groups of equations give 
")_, = I,; il.:i.. = ). a = - - - - , -::- }."1A.. = o_, 
}J-1 =I ,jJ-.,_ =r8 ::- --- -- :: ,.. ..... : o. 
Substituting these values in the third group, for 
we have ci) lJI + Q_jJ - p)<J.o) = O.J 
~ ciao 
o/-1.)/_ ;- :;.. elf// + e/W.,. - 'f' Vu> =a.I 
Ol;~ o~o ~ . ~ 
But dl/1_ + o lj/_ ·' gl ;~; th~. ~~m~ .. ;~s~l·t· as when ~ is substituted 
~ ~ . ) 
for ~ and !.t the derivative taken with respect to t, and .!. 
put equal to .J0 • The second equation is the same as 
111" I I ,.,c-t1.,)-J/JU"~o. Likewise for the remaining equation~. In other words; 
~ first !! derivatives of l/I(.},}) and if{f) must E!. equal. 
If our equation~Jare given as follows: 
[
t-·JW~ . c 0 =?Zi1 g l l?O, O•J) :::o J 
J = )t4-J) 
we can substitute t.::=~~J and ~=lfJC-vJ in FU; d,0)=-o • This gives 
F ( {~)J efJ tv-J) d) = o , whence j- =fl (v.., lr) • Then we have 
as our equations 
- [ i =- j~ Ct J [ -,; = J {µ-J · 
c (} "'~(}-); s d ~·rp_v-~ 
(J =- 'f~J, J- = lji(u, v), 
Let the common point correspond to J~ ~ ...U.o ::-1J 0 • Then to 
have contact of order !h we must have 
Lff 1(),}):::. µ#-)/ - . - - - - - - -·) 'f!fiVcil)= 'f(~(iJ. 
When this exi~ts F(J<fJ_,~(f)) 1/-''1-J..) and FCJ~))f6:J1,Yf(u,uJ)are equal and 
their respective derivatives up to order n+l are equal. But 
F (JQL), ~tpJ) ljllu,v)):. O , hence the derivatives of _Fqry.J4~1J,Y/UJ.,vJ) 
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equals zero; and its first n -
derivatives equal zero. Therefore9 !!!! necessary !!!i 
sufficient conditions fQ.!: contact .Q1 order!! is~ 
_F.....,C:l~(t __ ) __ ......,~,_..Cf .. )""-,_,_lf,....(f.....,))_=___..o_· _ !!!i ~first!! derivatives .Q! 
\J I 
_l=_(~{(l)_,_cp+-ct __ :>.._, ..... 'f...... rfJ~) ------ eaoh equals ~· " . 
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Contact of Two Surfaces. 
For consideration of the most general case of contact 
between two surfaces, let us represent the equations of 
the surfaces by . 
[
'1-=-Jcu.o), '[z= l='<-U,o~ 5 (j=fCv.,o), $ r °P(U,V), 
. A= jb(u, u), J ~}'-ICU, vi 
the common po.int M(-,r0, 00 ~ 0 ) corresponding to(uo,v") and(llo,Vo). 
Let us take a point A on S and a corresponding point A1 
on S', ea.oh an infinitely small distance from M; and determine 
the conditions under which AA' is an infinitesimal of order 
!!J1. with respect to ..u- -J..Lo and v - Uo • Let the correspondence 
between A and A' be defined as follows: 
or 
Also 
) . ~ Ll-U.6 ::: re.,(. U..-1.Lo) 1)-1• C 1J -U4) + o, (1L-U.") "-+-cl,U1-u.aX1J-Va) +f'ClJ-Va) +. - • -, 
V-LJd:: ~~Cu.-Uc) ~:i.(lJ-U6) + o..,(u..-~.,..+~C-u..-1J...4'y:...l.J-7J4)1(3:J.Cu-u,v+~ --· 
Using the same plan as before and expanding by Taylor's 
-18-
............. ~ ................ , .... ,, ... ,. "'"" ,.., 
It is necessary for all powers of .A.J..,;_.Ao and 1J -1J o up to 
and including the nth to be eliminated. The equations, 
however, form an arithmetical progression and the sum of 
the equations for !! powers is 
1: [1'L-t ~ J . 
We have the same number for (} '-J and for J\J' . 
total number of equations is -
r![Jtl 1ttf~) l 
From ;;1-1 we have 
- if ).., 0 ~ + 1-:). a - -~ = o..J 
d U6 . olJo du.u 
fa, M -+ .i!-~0 ~ - Qi ~ o 
dllv ~- oba ova J 
Likewise froll · 0 '-r 
)L Q_Jd. -+ ).Jo qp_ - c2J!_ :=:. 0 
d Uo oVll 6uo ) 
~I ~ -t/~ ~ -~ - (J 
oU.l) o Ua 0 vv - .J 
Hence,· the 
Solving the corresponding equations in two of the sets we 
can determine the values of the 'F~ ,r\_..."'· >and these values when 
substituted in the third set give the 
~[-ii.+ 3] 
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necessarz ~ sufficient conditions f.2E. contact .Qf order!!• 
The conditions for contact of order !! are very greatly 
reduced if we let our surfaces be represented by the equations 
)X.:J(u, D~ 
J l O" <f!Cu, v), 
. J .;: r.µ (_ 7J. I 1J )J 
In solving the corresponding equations of ~he gronps 
determined by 1., 1 - -;: an~ -(7 ; we find 
/.. t .=.I 'f1 = o, _- cCI = f i = - - - - - = o_, 
P~ = I} ;.. ~ .:: () :2.. ..=. c{" ;;L::. (301. = - - ·- .. - ~ () # 
Substituting these values of the coefficients in the set of 
equations for a,_} t we have 
aw - a <P ;:::.O 
r:) u.<J d11cl ) 
aw - d </1 -0 
6 Oa dlrc) - .) 
Q_J_ _ o'-re ~ =- o 
o Uo'" duo .> 
Thereforej the necessarz and sufficient conditions f.2E. 
contact .2! order a,!! the :point where .J..i.o-:U(I, -uo.:; V,, is ~ 
!!!!! corresponding partial derivatives of the two ! functions 
-20-
~ equal .B:E. to ~ inclucO.ng derivatives of the nth order -!dt!a.J. 
at lea.st ~ E!,ir Ef partial .derivatives .2.f. (n+J)st oraer ]?.!!. not 
equal. --..:.___ ____ . 
For the final consideration of contact let us denote 
the two surfaces by 
the common point corresponding to ~01 ao) • The two func-
tions are equal for 1/.o-' ~" and furthermore ll
1 -U=o and 
j'-o-=o • Thus the 11- l 1-t- -f 3 ) equations for 3'- ~ must a. 
be satisfied. Expanding the two functions and determi.ni~g 
the equations, we have the necessary and suf'ficient conditions 
for contact of' order ~ to be that the corresponding Eartial 
derivatives~ be equal B::E.!2. ~including derivatives 




Let us first consider the plan used to determine the 
equations for the 0 1 ·curve:, of the first case where the 
equations o·f our curves 
c r-r.=J(f~ 
d =:-!="(:fJJ 
The equations of the 0 1 curves of the following examples 
may be obtained in a _similar manner. 
Suppose we cho:>Se for the curve C the cubic O =-t 3 ; 
and the common point as (o,o ) • w 't:::l-J ; then 7f =- C../--1)3 and 
~ 
the common point corresponds to t = 1. Let 0 1 be represented 
by ~t:: ~J ; d = iC.a) ; the co~mon point corr~sponding to 
u.::: o. Let us choose some arbitrary correspondence between 
the parameters and let us consider it as being given by 
,.ll.. - o ~ U·-1) + c J-1) ~ 
We now have 
the common point ( o, o ) corresponding to t =: l; u:: O; and 
the correspondence given by 
_,U-0 ::- ()-1)+- (.}-1): 
We wish to find some qJ and f functions which will make 
close contact with C at the origin. 
By Taylor's expansion, 
-,.1 = ~Ip) + (u.-o) ~'co) + (1,..-o) •fl [.aJ .+ f!:i.-o l f /'Ju + - - - -- , 
}_). LJ 
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while l- == Cl + {:J--1) • 
So for r..' - "j.. to be~ an. infinitesimal of,. say, the fifth 
order with respect to t-1 we must have 
,,,/} I // I I/ rfJ II II · 
t.y{Q).::: a .J <f<PJ-= I ) {J {OJ= -':l, t{J(o) = I~ I r (o) ::; -J~O. 
These vonditions may be satisfied by selecting forf(u..-J the 
expression 
- :5 ..u., ~ +~ ..u. 'S -...()... ~ +-..lv. 
In the expansion for x 1 replace t{JctJ) ~i f(Q) • !r'his 
gives the expression for Y'• For y of C we have 
1:i =O + c,( • .:/--1) + aC)-1)~,_,. M)·-1) 3 + oCJ.-l)q. 
(j . . u LJ /!:I:_ 
The conditions upon ~.v..) may be satisfied by selecting for 
~~) the expression 
J..L 5 - 3 . ..t..J + ...l4. .j. 
Thus the curves given by the following equations: 
l.i ) 71 -< .. 3 !!. 
f
-X..-=~-' , ·r,...=-.J,J.A., +:J. u.. -~ t.LL. c 3 c .. , d ~ 0-1) .J ~::: ».. 5_ 'S...u.. 'f +,u. ~) 
have contact ocf the fourth order, since t!_}! and 21'-J-are 
infinitesimals of the fifth order. 
However; suppose we were given the equations of 
both curves 
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We know the sha:pe of C and we wish to find out something 
about the curve 01 • Since u is a common factor in x and y, 
the curve goes through the origin fo,r u::: o •. C goes 
through the origin for t ~ 1. Thus, the Ot'igin is common 
to both curves and corresponds to t :::.1; u ::. O. 
Setting up a correspondence between u and t; we have; - -
(a) .Ak-o:: },U-1)-r l~U·-1) -i+ J8lJ--1)"j-+ l'l-lJ.-1)~-+ ~5 (J._1J5+---. 
From O' ~ we obtain 
I 1. :9 'f X = o .+ ~ -o) - ~ -o) .i !1 Lu- -c) - 5 ( ..!L-o) , 
or, 
From C; we have 
Hence; 
7.-, = I ' };_, = 11 i?. 3 = f.v = o ' l 5 = + 14._, - - - - - " 
or, 'J.. .5 -ti. - o .:: (J.-1) + ( J._f) -1- I l/ ( .f-1) + - ~ - _ - - - .. 
In this manner we can determine values for the il 's such that 
r.'-1- is of as high order as we wish. Now oonsidering7/-J-• 
we have 




:J 1 ~ U-1) J -i. ~ O-i) ~ nd-1\+ - -- -
u - 3[)-1) 'I - J :J( J- I) - - - - - . 
+ L .J-J J'\ - - -- ) . 
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Hence 
.or·~ o'-} is an infinitesimal of the fifth order. 
Therefore, our curves have contact of the fourth 
order. This tells us that C and C' have five coincident 
points in common, that the two curves cross, and that C' 
resembles O very closely in the neighborh9od of the origin. 
'---- ---
The second case considered was the one.in which the 
functions for x were the same. Let us suppose that we have 
our curves defined by the equations 
[ 
t. ==~ j '{ ,:.::i. ..u_ J c . l"J.J t ~ ~ 0 = .:.r -:21 d :::- ).;., +A -'-.. 
The common point ( o,-gi_) corresponds to --to=-..Ltc>=D • Since 
t, =-I J J~::. ~a~ - ~- = ~::o; the correspondence between our parameters 
is given by 
-iA.'f/ 
~-o = --f-o + 1-fi.+/ (.f.-c> + - -- - • 
From the theoretical discussion. of the case we found 
the necessary and sufficient condition for contact of order 
!!_to be that the functions for the y's must be equal for 
.:J-0 ::- ...u.0 = o and that the corresponding first !! derivative·a 
must be equal. Considering our two curves, we have, after 
substituting zero for B:. and ~ . 
for Q .. ' , I I I "I '"' 'd =- :l, a -=- D , CJ = :L, 'd =:- D, 'd = 0 J 
and for er. d" -~, J '.:; o, o"="-, 7f '" "'o, -y ""::::i9. 
Hence the curves have contact of the third order, and the 
curve C' does not cross the parabolic curve C at (o, -2). 
For the case in which our curves are represented 
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by c rd= F(~) J c , { d = ~ ~), 
let us consider C, { 0:: -1'.. ~ e,' £ d.::: ~~ -J l'. 3 . 
The curves have two common points· (6, o) and ( I,, -I ) • Con-
sidering first the contact of the curves at the origin, we 
have, after substituting zero for x and y, 
for O, ci= b, d I ::. D ,I. . ~ II .:::. () J d ,, I .:: - i I 
and for 0 I' d ~o I O 11 O :; tr( -- _ J II, 'd= 'CJ.::' o .l. 
So at ( b, 0 ) our cufves have contact of second order, and 
C' crosses c. 
At ( I, -I after substituting unity for~ and z, we 
have 
for C; ·CJ=-') a'= -.. 3,. 
'tt -:::.. - / -(~ I~ - ,, ' 
0 I (} 
and for QI t 
The curves at this point have contact of zero order, the 
curve·C' simply crossing c. 
For the final consideration of plane curvest let us 
investigate the contact of two curv~s concerning which we 
already have some information. For C; take the Witch of 
Agnesia; 1. .. (f = J- j' ; and :for C', the parabola-; d"' 1- Jt 2- • 
;These curves have a point in common at (O;l) and, further-
more, we know that the curves do not cross. 
Expressinfg0 1 parametrically; we have for our curves 
c ) ., f 't.=)+J . 
-;;=-.:f ~2J, 
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The common point ( o, J ) corresponds to t ~ -1. Sub-
stituting the expressions for~ and z of 0 1 in C, we have 
(_t+1)~(_J-:a,_:i.f) = l-1-}~.t.:>.J_, 
or .. :t'' -1- 4-J- ~ + t, ;-~ +4 .J+ t = o. it . For ~ = -1"9 this function and its first; second and third 
' 
derivatives reduce to zero. But the fourth derivative 
has the value of 24. Therefore, the curves have contact 
of third order; they have four coincident points, and do 
riot cross. This checks with what we expected and tells in 
addition that there are four coincident points where we 
might have thought there were only two. 
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Space Curves. 
Let us take fo~ our curve O; the twisted cubic and 
for O', a curve as indicated: 
3 ~ 
[ 
'[, =J, I riC=-'+ ~ -:2...LL +At f, c ~:)-; c L~='~3_3,,. ~.,.~+ ,, 
. ~::. .:L j:: 13..u.. !J _B..u. 0. +:l.u..-1- L 
Our commo.n point(l, 1, l) corresponds to t -:::1; u~o. 
1 "-
Let 
the correspondence be denoted by 
.1L-O .:- ),( }-1) + 1~( J-1) !>. .-1-J.a( J.-1/ + J.t_(J-J) 9+ - · · · • 







I . ~ J 
j.. = } + ( ,Lt.,- d) - ;?. ( lJ.. -o) ...J. '/ ( A -l>) . ~ 
1-= I + ct--1). 
l, :_ I... ;l.,__ = '!J... _, ) .. 'i!J = 4 J )_Cl- = 0 I ).:J .=:- ~ l/1 - - - - - • 1 
-LL-o=(J.-1) +~(J-1)!1._,.'1-Cf-1i3 +toc/CJ-rf-f - - - - ·• 
consideri.ng d '-} ; we have, . 
~ 3 ·t = / + :P.-(.u.--o) - 3( .JJ.,-0) + J:P.-(...u..-o), 
~ J + l( .f-1) + 'l(J--1) ~+ ';)(.f-t) 3 d -3(J-1)~/:J.(.f-I) 3 -Bfo(.f-IJ y 
-1: , :J.U-1JJ-+ n{:f-tJ~ 
+ J :J-'is(J-1J~ -- • 
- 4$ (.f-1f _ - ... 
-1:L8'3"()-Jf-1- --·· 
But from c, d = I + ~(J-1) +cJ.-1J ~ 
Thus, d'-1 is an infinitesimal of the llhird o:rder with res-
pect to J..- I • 
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· Finally, considering the order of { -r , we obtain, 
J -2. '3 0 ? ::: I+ 3(U.-o)- 3(u.-o) + /:l(u.-o) _, 
or 
~ / =I-+ 3 (.f-1) +{, (.;f-1) ~ +!~( .f-1)3 
-3(~-1)~-I ~(.:J-sJ .3-3{,(:}-d 
5 
+ I C/ ~ 0-1) '- - - -
ti J (t-1)3 -4-.?ZC:f-i/ 
- 1 &{:1--tf- ~ ... ' 
5 ' 
-+ 31~ (.)-1) +- -·..J 
and .y : / -r 3 c'.t- D + t: C .:l--1) 'J..-+ HJ-1) 3 . 
0 ~ ~ 
So 3'-o is an infinitesimal of third order with respect to J-1 • 
Therefore; our curves have contact of second order and 
have three coincident points at (l; l~ 1). 
For the si~pler case in which the ~1 s for both curves 
are represented by the same function of ! and }!_ respectively'.~. 
let us consider the curves given by the fallowing equations: 
c rr;~l,. '{ iC:=..U., c ci=.U. :+~; rj) . 
=A-~ i = .-{)... -t.Lv • 
The common point ( , O; 0) corresp nds to t = u == o. After 
substituting zero for 1 and ~in the z functions and their 
derivatives, we have 
-. . I I/ 111 Ill/ 
for C, . o=o,) =o~ 6 = ~, 0 :::.o, ef =o) 
d f C I I If llJ w1 an or , 1:: o, (t :: o J ~ == ~) 1 -= o j ct' ={).I{. 
Following the same prooedure· for the _! functions, we have 
for c, ,-o -,.'-o ~''-o ,,,_/ iu1 ,"'' v - I 0 - J 0 - ~o -(p J ~ = CJ I 0 .::. ~ 
and for Cr . ' ,, "' J 1111 11111· ,i=-o, i ;:.o_,~ =o)a =..(lfl/ 8 =o, 1 ='~· 
Thus (}'-(is an infinitesimal of fourth order with respect to t 
and~ '-o is an infinitesimal of fifth order with res:pect to .!• 
Hence; our curves have contact of the third order. 
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In our concluding case for space curves, let us consider 
fo1• C the curve of. intersection of a sphere, ~ 'I.. ~ ~-t!-tJ =='-/, 
4Q. IQ.. and a cylinder: 1- +if :: ~)'. Or expressing it parametrically 
such that the x functions may be the same for C and C'; we 
have. curves given by the following equations: 
. t.-= 'd.J-.t 'l. 
c f 0 ~·-*) J 
. a-==- I ':1-;t J 
The common point (0, O; 2) 
the successive derivatives of the z functions, and sub-
s~ituting zero· for.t~ we obtain, 
d "'0) ()I= I ) 0. = D} 0 "' = DJ 0 "'I= {) J 
d f C I I I ,, ,,, /II/ an 0 r ' a ::::. D I 16- = ) 0 .:::. () ) 0 :::: 0.) I .=. DJ 
Following the same procedure for the .! functions, we have 
for· o,- / ' ''- - ' '11- 3 1111 15 '"'' IDs ~ = 0. J 0 ::: -~ ) J - g .I ~ - - o~) ~ := - i:l ~ J 0 = - .5 J ~ J 
and for 0 1 ; lz. ~ ~'=-J-, ~''=. -~.) ~"'= _ _J, ;v'"~_ 15 .1 ~''"~ 0 • u J u ~ 0 ° a .; '-Ju ;:;. '"I o 
Hence a'--r and J'-r are, both infinitesimals of the fifth 
order with respect to ,i; and our curves have contact of 
fourth order. 
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Curve and Surface. 
Suppose for. our general ease that our curve and surface 
are represented' by the equat.ions . 
t-t.::J, f 1:'.'.;:-...U...t"U, c J:...t:.L-t :>. s -<j-U...-U =- B ;l __f ~ Ii~ .t + J :i 8 }_, . . ~ ~ i .u. ?._ 4 u.. u + ~ 1J !2.. 
com:non poin (2, O, 8) corresponds to u-::.1; v:::. l; t::: 2. The 
Furthermore; 
DC~~)~ 0 ncu., o) 
~ 1)(~[ {lJ) ~ o. 
_D lLLJ U) 
Let the relation between corresponding points be defined 
as follows: ~ 3 .JJ.,-J = ).,c .:J.-1) + ~:1( .f-»:) +?-a (J-:o + - - - - ,, 








~ j j 
v-1 ::: f, CJ-A) t f-:i.C J-l) i)1a c ... ~J + - - - - - . 
l = ~ + [c"(,L,-l).J.cv-1) ]_, 
= ~ + llt:-'J.) .J. ~:>. ( J-:J.) ~ J..8 (J- !J./ +;1</(J.-o.Jf~ - - - - -' 
!l . ~ 'I 
+;-,cJ-~) -1-.?~c.:J..-~> 4- ;-~ cJ-'-? + /-~cJ-jJ _, _ -- . 
~= :2..-t- (J.-A), 
- - - ...... 
Solving (a) and '(b); we obtain: 
} I = ~ ·~ /_~ = ,;. ~ tri = f 'f :: 
;l. 
p..,-= -~ ; f :2_.: -k ~ f 3 =j'f :: ~ -·- =D. 
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Expanding the~ functions and substituting the values 
just determined, we find, 
J 1= '6 +['DCZL-1)-1 fr(V-i) J f ~ [j;.(u-1/--'B(u,-1)( u-1) + ''-Cv-oj , 
or~ 
~I= 8' :/- ,_ O(}-~) -J. 4()-:J) ~ f 6 
u - J :i. ( J.-"-) - '--/( }..-j.) 'J.. 
0 +------
-J.15(~ \ /5(J--!l).:3 ..J..I!.. (. 1-:i.J? -1- - - - •• 
t;).. .;:2 
-f 15()~~/J.-1, ~ c.f-~ -4 cJ-:i)'f -( - _ _ _ , 
-1- ~ 1 cJ-a./-1- I/ (J-'J.f -'-;; cJ-:iJ" i 
;l 
and, ~ : 8' + 8"C.f-~J + J B !J. (J-~J "J. + It/ ~lJ..-tiJ~ 
0 U L3 
Henae,J'--;r is· an infinitesimal of the fourth order, and our 
curve and surface have contact of the third order. 
This means, then, that there is some curve on S pass-
ing throught the.point (2, 0, 8) which makes contact of the 
l1o 
third order with the curve c. By inspection of C it is 
easily seen that C is a curve on ihe parabolic cylinder d=X:_t/. 
It is easy to show that the curve on S that makes the third 
t 
order contact with C is the curve of intersection of the 
parabolic cylinder and our surface. 
As an illustration, of the second case, let us consider 
The common point (2; 3, lot) corresponds to )D:::Ud=.utJ=/• ·In 
this case 
;_, ::: I J 7-~::: il~ -:: - - -- ::::. A1A ::: D .J 
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Substituting t. for ti and v of S we obtain ~ _- ,J~ +a .f ~. • 
- - - 0 ~ 
Taking the derivatives of the .! functions we have; after 
substituting unity for !.a,. 
for C; ' I I ''-- 0 I "'-14 LI Jiii 3 ::: I 0 -s_ J d .= '5 'B.-1 ~ a i a ~ '.J ~ .::: a J 
J I I/ c. I ,,, II ,,,, l'-/Ll i =-' o ~ , ~ :: a 5 ,, J = o 1 0 =-' 'I '-' 0 -= T • . and for s; 
Hence the contact of O and S at (2; 3;· lot) is of the third 
order. 
Finally, let us. determine the order of contact between 
C and S when they are defined by means of the following 
equations: ' f X=}, 
C, d =-f ~ 
i-=- j .,.} ~ .t: 
The common point (O, O, 0) corresponds to Ao:::)..(.0 ::Ud =D • 
Substituting the functions for 2£, ~' ~' of 0 in S, we 
obtain ~J'I-+ 31~-5}'- _)-'1 :: 0 
J 
or ·)~:=O. 
This function; l 'f and its first three derivatives become zero 
J 
for t~o; but the fourth; derivative does noto Therefore, 
the curve C and the surface S have contact of the third 
order at the origin. 
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Order of Contact of Two Surfaces. 
Let us take a paraboloid for our lmown surface in 
~he three cases to be considered. By doing this the para-
metric expressions will be Simplified. 
For the first case, suppose our surfaces are defined 
by the following equations: 
: U-V) 
~ ~ 





common point (1, l; 23) 
Taking the ~artial derivatives of the functions with 
·respect to their parameters and substituting those values 
in the equations given in the theoretical treatment for J;:1-~ -, 
we have, 
~ ), - ~ ;_,_ _ , .::! 0 J 
'j_ }J-1 - ~l. -/ .::: b J 
~6. -30~ 
~c(, - oo\ "L 




. . . . . .. ' ... .. " .... " 
Substituting the values in the equations given for J '-J , we have 
- J, + 3. )~ -I = o) 
-?, +~.:t-H :::o" 
- o, + ~ o:J.. = o J 
-oC,-f3<t::L =.o_, 
''''"'"' ,,, 
Solving corresponding equations of these two sets, we obtain, 
)_, = ~ J ? I -=' Q I ()I :: Q J c( I ".:: {) J 
')..,_ = 1, ~ J_, :::. -{ } U l.. :::: 0 I c;('.2 = 0..) 
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Considering next~'- ~and substituting the values just 
obtained, we have 
~(-~) _,. 0 +- '-I = 0 J 
· - J (D) ::: O ' 3 -
-~o +~Off) 4-l-(-3<,) +:i ~of 
J"-
- :2 (H;) -J-{-3t,): o s 3 3 ) 
J(-'Sb)+~;:o 
15 
but in the next set of four equations, the third derivatives 
are all zero for S while for S' the third partial with 
respect to ~ does not equal zero. So this set of four equa-
. tions does not become zero and our contact is of the second 
order. 
I • .·· 
In the second ca~e, let the ~'s and z's for both 
surfaces be r~presented by the same functions of different 
parameters, 
The common 
Taking the partial derivatives of the two ~ functions 
and substituting unity for both B:, and [, and zero for v and 
!, tie obtain 
~ -z. "Z "2. ~9 '- = ~ ~ ... ~ ::-t.f, Q3C ~o Q3x =-'-I ~ = o ~ -=-L/ ~ ::: o 0 d-u. cHl ' c~t. 'd .) av' .) ~u3 .:> . ~ y v 
for S, 
for S', "-:.~~J ft :-4 _, c~ :o, lf:!f,_=-'-f . ~ = 0 d__X =-'I, U --t 0 1.HL "d'V c\u. ) dlld u , -a-v~ dUr 
Therefore, the c~rves have contact of second order. In 
other words every curve on S passing through (l; 1, 23.) has 
contact of at least second order with some curve on S' ':which 
passes through this same point. 
Finally let the .surfaces be defined in the following 
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manner: 
The com:non point Ce; e, 0) corresponds to lo~1° = o • 
Taking the partial derivatives of the two functions and 
substituting zero for ~and z; we have 
~ '2. :i. o.,. 
for s, o=o, ~ =:o, ~:oo, ~,=:l,~"'l :.o,q.-=".l, 
cl~-=~~~ -::: ~ ::; ~ :td~ _____ d __ ~ ~ ;:_D.J 
~t. 3 otaj oio(( c:))(j'~ a x'f- a;{' 
and for S 1 ; 1 :: o / ~ :: o 1 q__]: = o J & :: ~ / ~ -::. o J ~ :z.. ;: 2~ 
O CJ l- (') 0 ch. !I- d1'.d CJ a :d 
~=4 =~ -:n -=--~~------=-o,,a!fr·=:;.'I. 
~ ~ ~ ~r. 00 df-oo'L ad~. dt.<I ~J'/ 
Therefore, our surfaces have contact of the third order. 
